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QUESTION 1

What are the tasks that you need to perform to create an absence element to integrate with HCM Cloud Payroll? 

A. Go to Manage Elements, create an absence element, complete absence detail questions, complete accrual liability
and balance payment questions (only if you transfer accrual balances), complete absence payment questions, submit
the element, and create element eligibility records and cost distributions and link the element to an absence plan. 

B. Go to Manage Elements, create an absence element, complete absence detail questions, complete accrual liability
and balance payment questions, complete absence payment questions, submit the element, select costing type, and
create element eligibility records and cost distributions. 

C. Go to Manage Elements, create an absence element, complete absence detail questions, complete accrual liability
and balance payment questions, complete absence payment questions, and create element eligibility records and cost
distributions. 

D. Go to Manage Elements, create an absence element, complete absence detail questions, complete accrual liability
and balance payment questions, complete absence payment questions, submit the element, and create element
eligibility records and cost distributions. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Your customer wants a worker to submit a medical certificate to record an absence for a long-term illness. How do you
accomplish this? 

A. Manage Action Items by linking appropriate display features. 

B. Create a certification requirement using the Manage Action Items task and attach it to the absence type. 

C. Create Action Items from the Manage Absence Records task and attach it to the absence type. 

D. Create a certification requirement using the Manage Absence Certifications task and attach it to the absence type. 

E. Create a certification requirement using the Manage Action Certification Items task and attach it to the absence type. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

You want to create an absence type that can be entered only by administrators. It has two plans that will cascade (that
is, after the balance of one is consumed, then the balance of the second plan is consumed) and several valid reasons
which the administrator can add when recording the absence. 

How should you configure this absence type? 

A. Enable administrative updates and employee updates, add two plans without priority, add reason values, and select
"Display and edit" for the Reason field under administrative transaction. 

B. Enable administrative updates and manager updates, add two plans with priority, add reason values, and select
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"Display and edit" for the Reason field under administrative transaction. 

C. Enable administrative updates, add two plans with priority, add reason values, and select "Display only" for the
Reason field under administrative transaction. 

D. Enable administrative updates, add two plans with priority, add reason values, and select "Display and edit" for the
Reason field under administrative transaction. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

What are two valid Entitlement Definition Types for the Entitlement Attributes section? (Choose two.) 

A. Qualification Date 

B. Formula 

C. Absence Start Date 

D. Absence Duration 

E. As of Event 

F. Matrix 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three statements about the "Selected dates" frequency are true? (Choose three.) 

A. An employee can override the time or duration of each date entered if the partial day rule is set to Unlimited for the
absence type. 

B. The system defaults to time or duration according to the employee\\'s work schedule. 

C. An employee can schedule a short or long period of absence as long as the dates are continuous. 

D. An employee can only schedule dates that are not continuous to each other. 

E. An employee can submit each date within the absence record for approval separately. 

F. An employee can determine the job or assignment where the absence belongs to. 

Correct Answer: BCF 
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